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For any given action in airport finance, there are three 
perspectives/dimensions

• GAAP accounting governs the recognition of 
revenues and expenses, and is applied to most 
U.S. airports

• Bond accounting dictates the revenue 
requirement for a specific airport that has 
issued revenue bonds

• Rates and charges accounting provides a 
calculation of airline rates and charges for a 
specific airport, and the resulting airline 
revenues will be used to meet a portion of the 
requirements dictated by the bond documents
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There are some well-known examples illustrating the 
three dimensions

• Many airports 
provide a 
reconciliation 
between GAAP 
and bond (trust) 
accounting, such 
as Massport

• DFW provides 
explanations 
between GAAP 
and R&C

• Also see article 
Three Dimensions 
of Airport Finance

Items GAAP Bond Rates and Charges

Principal and 
Interest Payments GAAP method

Depends on bond 
document: cash or 
deposit basis

Generally follows 
Bond, or use 
amortization

PFC for debt 
service Irrelevant Depends on bond 

document
Always treated as a 
credit

Depreciation Operating 
expenses Excluded Excluded

Non-cash pension
& OPEB

Operating 
expenses

Depends on bond 
document

Depends on bond
document and 
airline lease

Interest earnings Non-operating 
revenues

Includes a portion 
as Revenues

Depends on airline 
lease

Capital outlay Capital
expenditure

Depends on bond 
document

Depends on airline 
lease
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Changes in GAAP ripple through bond accounting and 
rate calculations

GAAP

•What is the impact 
on operating or 
non-operating 
revenues?

•What is the impact 
on expenses?

•Changes to debt 
service or balance 
sheet typically 
have no impact to 
bond or rate 
calculation

Bond

•Must be analyzed 
according to an 
airport’s specific 
bond documents

•Should the changes 
be recognized in 
revenues or 
expenses?

• Is bondholders’ 
security 
diminished?

Rates

•Must be analyzed 
according to an 
airport’s specific 
airline leases or 
ordinance

•Should the changes 
in expenses be 
reflected in 
airlines’ rate base?

•Should the changes 
in revenues be 
reflected in rate 
credit?

Bond

•Does the intended 
change in rate 
calculation result in 
insufficient 
revenues?

• If so, does the 
airline leases 
provide a remedy? 
If not, does the 
insufficient 
revenue enable us 
to change the rate 
calculation?
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GASB 68 (Pensions) and 75 (OPEBs) serve as good 
examples

GAAP

•Changes: 
operating 
expenses start to 
include non-cash 
components, 
which may be 
positive or 
negative numbers

•No change to 
revenues or debt 
service

Bond

•For most airports, 
definition of O&M 
expenses is flexible 
enough to exclude 
a non-cash 
payment, by using 
the words such as 
“…pension 
payments” or 
“…deposits into 
pension fund.”

•There are airports 
that bond counsel 
insists to include 
the non-cash 
components

Rates

•For many airline 
leases, the 
definition of O&M 
Expenses is linked to 
the definition in the 
bond documents, or 
has a generic 
definition that can 
be interpreted 
either way

•However, airlines 
typically object to 
any recovery of non-
cash items, such as 
bond amortization 
costs.

Bond

•For residual 
airports, if the 
bond document 
includes non-cash 
items in 
expenses, the 
airline rate 
calculation must 
include those 
costs too, 
otherwise it forms 
a structural 
default
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GASB 87 affects recognition of both revenues and 
expenses

Lessor/Revenues Lessee/Expenses

Balance Sheet Recognize lease asset and deferred 
inflow of resources

Recognize lease liability and right to 
use lease asset

Income Statement Reclassify some rental revenues to 
interest  revenues

Reclassify some rental expenses to 
interest expenses

Bond-related Question

If classified as non-operating 
revenues, can those interest
revenues be added back to pledged 
Revenues for bond payment?

If classified as non-operating 
expenses, can those interest 
expenses be excluded from O&M 
expenses in flow of fund?

Rate-related Question

Can those interest revenues be 
excluded from airline credit, if 
currently being applied?

Can those interest expense be 
recovered from airlines?
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Adding additional resources to Revenues under bond 
accounting is typically not an issue

“Revenues” shall 
mean all moneys 
received or earned … 
but shall not include 
any moneys received 
as a grant or gift … or, 
unless otherwise 
provided by resolution 
of the Board, any 
Passenger Facilities 
Charges.  The County 
may select whether to 
use a cash or 
accrual basis of 
accounting …

“Revenues” mean all 
income, receipts, 
earnings and 
revenues … received 
by or accrued… , 
excluding, except to 
the extent deposited 
in the Revenue 
Fund: 
(a) gifts, grants and 
other funds …
…
(l) Passenger Facility 
Charges 

• Definition of Revenues varies 
significantly across airports. 
Even cash basis is possible

• Some definitions 
automatically allows inclusion 
of non-operating revenues 
due to GASB 87

• Other definitions may cause 
issues, but strengthening 
shareholders’ security is 
typically welcomed

• Bond counsel is the party to 
provide an opinion
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Removing GASB 87 interest earnings from airline 
credit is challenging

Residual

• If the bond document recognizes 
those interest earning as 
Revenues, such earnings may be 
automatically captured as credits 
to reduce airline requirements

• It is not advisable to exclude such 
earnings from Revenues under the 
bond documents. If the airlines 
demand this credit and the bond 
document doesn’t recognize such 
earnings, a structural default 
occurs 

Compensatory

• For most compensatory 
ratemaking, concession revenues 
are not credited to the rate 
calculation. Therefore the impact 
is minor to start with, and may 
only involves some non-
aeronautical land rent

• There may be a slight chance to 
exclude such earnings from the 
calculation of revenue sharing. 
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Adding GASB 87 interest expense to O&M under bond 
accounting is likely

“Operation and 
Maintenance 
Expenses” shall 
mean, for any period, 
all expenses of the 
Commission incurred 
for the operation and 
maintenance of the 
Airport, as 
determined in 
accordance with 
generally accepted 
accounting 
principles. 

"Operation and 
Maintenance 
Expenses" means … 
the costs incurred by 
the City in operating 
and maintaining the 
Airport … during that 
Fiscal Year … 
including … all other 
direct and indirect 
expenses… which 
arise out of the City’s 
ownership … of the 
Airport …

• For most airports, this interest 
expense may be immaterial. 
Therefore, the recognition is 
merely a technical issue

• The definition of O&M 
expenses are typically flexible 
enough to allow recovery of 
this type of expense items

• For a limited number of 
airports, this payment may fall 
to the bottom bucket as one of 
the other obligations

• Recovery from airline rates 
should not be an issue
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Data consistency is expected to be a big and 
confusing issue

Report Issues
CAFR Statistical Section Many airports include a 10-year historical data of revenues, expenses and other key 

metrics. Those 10-year comparisons may need to be discontinued, or being kept in pre-
GASB 87 format.

Internal Reports Internal reports are likely to follow the pre-GASB 87 format.

Feasibility Study Feasibility studies are likely to follow the pre-GASB 87 format.

Industry reports ARN or AXN Factbook are likely to follow the pre-GASB 87 format.

FAA CATS May need to coordinate with FAA to change requirements. AC150/5100-19D reads “5.0 
Total Operating Revenue. This … should represent total operating revenues per the 
airport's Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Net Assets,” which implies 2021 data 
may not be consistent with prior data. 

ACI-NA Benchmark Undetermined and tied to FAA CATS

Rating agencies Rating agencies conduct researches based on audited financials, which may need to be 
revised
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GASB 87

Major 
change to 
revenue 
numbers

One set of data

Detached from 
actual invoices 
and payments

Two sets

Confusing 
and 

triggering 
questions

Limiting GASB 87 to audited financials may be a good 
idea?

Rental car revenue 
was $3M last 

month. 

Is that GASB 87 
rental car revenue?

…
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